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SPECIFICATION

Range: BATTISTA

Codes: 1670-GAN, 1670-GABL, 1675-GAN, 1675-GABL, 1677-N, 5100/92-E,
5101/92-E, 5104/92-E, 5105/92-E, 5108/93-E, 5109/93-E, 5100/92-PE,
5101/92-PE, 5104/92-PE, 5105/92-PE, 5117/92-E, 5119/93-E, 5195/92-E,
5100/88-E, 5101/88-E, 5104/88-E, 5105/88-E, 5108/89-E, 5109/89-E,
5100/88-EB, 5101/88-EB, 5104/88-EB, 5105/88-EB, 5108/89-EB, 5109/89-EB,
5100/88-PE, 5101/88-PE, 5104/88-PE, 5105/88-PE, 5100/88-PEB, 
5101/88-PEB, 5104/88-PEB, 5105/88-PEB, 5195/88-E, 5195/88-EB

Design: Michele De Lucchi con Sezgin Aksu

Caimi Brevetti S.p.A. reserves, by its unappealable judgment, the right to modify without prior notice the building materials, the technical and aesthetic specifications, as well as the dimensions of
the products in this technical sheet, where pictures are purely as an indication.
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Dimension:

Description: four-way stanchion with retractable tape consisting of a 7.5 kg circular
shaped, hollow centre silver grey epoxy-powder coated cast iron base. The co-
lumn is made in tubular steel tapered (from 32 mm to 70 mm diameter) at the top
to hold the retractable tape mechanism, complete with top cap in high-tech poly-
mer. Blue or black retractable tape with a maximum length of 2600 mm, fitted with
a retractable mechanism and high-tech polymer end fitting to connect it to another
stanchion and/or wall (code 1677- N). The stanchions can be fitted by using sup-
ports with a series of displays and brochure holders from the Koala sign and com-
munication line.
The supports are composed of a metal grey epoxy powder-coated steel cross,
fixed by a zinc-plated steel M8 screw and a chrome-plated steel spacer to the sil-
ver grey painted high-tech polymer coupling fixture that slots into the top of the
stanchion.

base: Ø 32 cm - H 100 cm
stanchion: Ø 3,2 cm (lower part) - Ø 7 cm (upper part)

Dimension: 2 cm - H 9,5 cm

Dimension: Ø 7 cm - H 12 cm

32 cm

max 260 cm
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Codes: 1670-GAN, 1670-GABL

Description: wall-mounting fixture containing the retractable tape mechanism, made
in silver grey epoxy powder-coated steel, with high-tech polymer top cap and faste-
ning plate with 4 holes. Blue or black retractable tape with a maximum length of
2600 mm, fitted with a retractable mechanism and high-tech polymer end fitting to
connect it to another stanchion and/or wall (code 1677-N).

Codes:

Description: simple wall-mounting fixture made in black high-tech polymer to
hook the retractable tape. 

Codes:

1675-GAN, 1675-GABL

1677-N
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XX = variante colore



Codes: 5100/92-E, 5101/92-E, 5104/92-E, 5105/92-E, 5108/93-E, 5109/93-E

Caimi Brevetti S.p.A. reserves, by its unappealable judgment, the right to modify without prior notice the building materials, the technical and aesthetic specifications, as well as the dimensions of
the products in this technical sheet, where pictures are purely as an indication.
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Description: display units with inclined supports for stanchion codes 1670-GAN,
1670-GABL
Inclined supports for A4/A5 or A3 formats made from silver grey epoxy powder-coa-
ted steel, fixed by a zinc-plated steel M8 screw and a chrome-plated steel spacer to
the silver grey painted high-tech polymer coupling fixture that slots into the top of
the stanchion (code 1670-GAN, 1670-GABL). 
Display units made from silver-grey epoxy-powder coated steel sheet, with a con-
cave curved shape, folded at the sides to form two side guides inside which a sheet
of flexible and transparent PET is slotted to protect and hold the displayed literature
in place. Two sheet metal flaps on the bottom edge of the display unit prevents the
displayed literature from falling out. 
The supports are coupled using the 4 clamps at the back of the display unit availa-
ble in the standard colour - grey; other colours - orange, green, blue and red are
available on demand (codes 5172-AR, 5172-VE, 5172-BL, 5172-R). 
Each clamp consists of an element that contains the high-tech polymer support lock
hook, a threaded metal insert and a zinc-plated steel screw whose head is 
inserted in a high-tech polymer washer fitted on the front of the display unit which is
entirely covered by the displayed literature, concealing the coupling system.

Codes: 5100/92-PE, 5101/92-PE, 5104/92-PE, 5105/92-PE

Description: display units with inclined supports for stanchion codes 1670-GAN,
1670-GABL
Inclined support for A4/A5 formats made from silver grey epoxy powder-coated
steel, fixed by a zinc-plated steel M8 screw and a chrome-plated steel spacer to the
silver grey painted high-tech polymer coupling fixture that slots into the top of the
stanchion (code 1670-GAN, 1670-GABL). 
Display units made from flat silver-grey epoxy-powder coated steel sheet, folded at
the sides to form two side guides inside which a sheet of flexible and transparent
PET is slotted to protect and hold the displayed literature in place. Two sheet metal
flaps on the bottom edge of the display unit prevents the displayed literature from
falling out
The supports are coupled using the 4 clamps at the back of the display unit availa-
ble in the standard colour - grey; other colours - orange, green, blue and red are
available on demand (codes 5172-AR, 5172-VE, 5172-BL, 5172-R). 
Each clamp consists of an element that contains the high-tech polymer support lock
hook, a threaded metal insert and a zinc-plated steel screw whose head is 
inserted in a high-tech polymer washer fitted on the front of the display unit which is
entirely covered by the displayed literature, concealing the coupling system..
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Codes: 5117/92-E, 5119/93-E

Caimi Brevetti S.p.A. reserves, by its unappealable judgment, the right to modify without prior notice the building materials, the technical and aesthetic specifications, as well as the dimensions of
the products in this technical sheet, where pictures are purely as an indication.
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Description: book-rests with inclined supports for stanchion code 1670-GAN, 1670-
GABL
Inclined supports for A4 or A3 formats made from silver grey epoxy powder-coated
steel, fixed by a zinc-plated steel M8 screw and a chrome-plated steel spacer to the
silver grey painted high-tech polymer coupling fixture that slots into the top of the
stanchion (code 1670-GAN, 1670-GABL). 
Book rests made from silver grey epoxy-powder coated steel sheet, folded at the
bottom
The supports are coupled using the 4 clamps at the back of the display unit availa-
ble in the standard colour - grey; other colours - orange, green, blue and red are
available on demand (codes 5172-AR, 5172-VE, 5172-BL, 5172-R). 
Each clamp consists of an element that contains the high-tech polymer support lock
hook, a threaded metal insert and a zinc-plated steel screw whose head is 
inserted in a high-tech polymer washer fitted on the front of the display unit which is
entirely covered by the displayed literature, concealing the coupling system.

Codici: 5195/92-E

Description: Leaflets holder with inclined supports for stanchion code 1670-GAN,
1670-GABL
Inclined support for A4 formats made from silver grey epoxy powder-coated steel,
fixed by a zinc-plated steel M8 screw and a chrome-plated steel spacer to the silver
grey painted high-tech polymer coupling fixture that slots into the top of the stan-
chion (code 1670-GAN, 1670-GABL). 
Leaflet holder made from silver grey epoxy-powder coated steel sheet with a slot-in
internal pocket divider. The holder is 40 mm long.
The supports are coupled using the 4 clamps at the back of the display unit availa-
ble in the standard colour - grey; other colours - orange, green, blue and red are
available on demand (codes 5172-AR, 5172-VE, 5172-BL, 5172-R). 
Each clamp consists of an element that contains the high-tech polymer support lock
hook, a threaded metal insert and a zinc-plated steel screw whose head is 
inserted in a high-tech polymer washer fitted on the front of the display unit which is
entirely covered by the displayed literature, concealing the coupling system.
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Codes: 5100/88-E, 5101/88-E, 5104/88-E, 5105/88-E, 5108/89-E, 5109/89-E
5100/88-EB, 5101/88-EB, 5104/88-EB, 5105/88-EB, 5108/89-EB, 5109/89-EB

Caimi Brevetti S.p.A. reserves, by its unappealable judgment, the right to modify without prior notice the building materials, the technical and aesthetic specifications, as well as the dimensions of
the products in this technical sheet, where pictures are purely as an indication.
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Description: display units with vertical supports for stanchion code 1670-GAN, 1670-
GABL
Vertical supports for A4/A5 or A3 formats which can be used double-faced, made from
silver grey epoxy powder-coated steel, fixed by a zinc-plated steel M8 screw and a
chrome-plated steel spacer to the silver grey painted high-tech polymer coupling fix-
ture that slots into the top of the stanchion (code 1670-GAN, 1670-GABL). 
Display units made from silver-grey epoxy-powder coated steel sheet, with a concave
curved shape, folded at the sides to form two side guides inside which a sheet of flexi-
ble and transparent PET is slotted to protect and hold the displayed literature in place.
Two sheet metal flaps on the bottom edge of the display unit prevents the displayed li-
terature from falling out. 
The supports are coupled using the 4 clamps at the back of the display unit available in
the standard colour - grey; other colours - orange, green, blue and red are available on
demand (codes 5172-AR, 5172-VE, 5172-BL, 5172-R). 
Each clamp consists of an element that contains the high-tech polymer support lock
hook, a threaded metal insert and a zinc-plated steel screw whose head is 
inserted in a high-tech polymer washer fitted on the front of the display unit which is
entirely covered by the displayed literature, concealing the coupling system.

Codes: 5100/88-PE, 5101/88-PE, 5104/88-PE, 5105/88-PE
5100/88-PEB, 5101/88-PEB, 5104/88-PEB, 5105/88-PEB

Description: display units with vertical supports for stanchion code 1670-GAN, 1670-
GABL
Vertical support for A4/A5 formats which can be used double-faced, made from sil-
ver grey epoxy powder-coated steel, fixed by a zinc-plated steel M8 screw and a
chrome-plated steel spacer to the silver grey painted high-tech polymer coupling
fixture that slots into the top of the stanchion (code 1670-GAN, 1670-GABL). 
Display units made from flat silver-grey epoxy-powder coated steel sheet, folded at
the sides to form two side guides inside which a sheet of flexible and transparent
PET is slotted to protect and hold the displayed literature in place. Two sheet metal
flaps on the bottom edge of the display unit prevents the displayed literature from
falling out
The supports are coupled using the 4 clamps at the back of the display unit availa-
ble in the standard colour - grey; other colours - orange, green, blue and red are
available on demand (codes 5172-AR, 5172-VE, 5172-BL, 5172-R). 
Each clamp consists of an element that contains the high-tech polymer support lock
hook, a threaded metal insert and a zinc-plated steel screw whose head is 
inserted in a high-tech polymer washer fitted on the front of the display unit which is
entirely covered by the displayed literature, concealing the coupling system.
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Codes:
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5195/88-E, 5195/88-EB

Description: leaflets holder with vertical supports for stanchion code 1670-GAN,
1670-GABL
Vertical support for A4 formats which can be used double-faced, made from silver
grey epoxy powder-coated steel, fixed by a zinc-plated steel M8 screw and a
chrome-plated steel spacer to the silver grey painted high-tech polymer coupling
fixture that slots into the top of the stanchion (code 1670-GAN, 1670-GABL). 
Leaflet holder made from silver grey epoxy-powder coated steel sheet with a slot-in
internal pocket divider. The holder is 40 mm long.
The supports are coupled using the 4 clamps at the back of the display unit availa-
ble in the standard colour - grey; other colours - orange, green, blue and red are
available on demand (codes 5172-AR, 5172-VE, 5172-BL, 5172-R). 
Each clamp consists of an element that contains the high-tech polymer support lock
hook, a threaded metal insert and a zinc-plated steel screw whose head is 
inserted in a high-tech polymer washer fitted on the front of the display unit which is
entirely covered by the displayed literature, concealing the coupling system.
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SPECIFICATION

Brand: BATTISTA

Codes: 1680, 1685, 5100/92-C, 5101/92-C, 5104/92-C, 5105/92-C, 5108/93-C, 5109/93-C,
5100/92-PC, 5101/92-PC, 5104/92-PC, 5105/92-PC, 5117/92-C, 5119/93-C, 
5195/92-C, 5100/88-C, 5101/88-C, 5104/88-C, 5105/88-C, 5108/89-C, 5109/89-C,
5100/88-CB, 5101/88-CB, 5104/88-CB, 5105/88-CB, 5108/89-CB, 5109/89-CB,
5100/88-PC, 5101/88-PC, 5104/88-PC, 5105/88-PC, 5100/88-PCB, 5101/88-PCB,
5104/88-PCB, 5105/88-PCB, 5195/88-C, 5195/88-CB

Design: Michele De Lucchi con Sezgin Aksu

Caimi Brevetti S.p.A. reserves, by its unappealable judgment, the right to modify without prior notice the building materials, the technical and aesthetic specifications, as well as the dimensions of
the products in this technical sheet, where pictures are purely as an indication.
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Dimension:

Description: stanchion with circular shaped silver grey epoxy-powder coated cast
iron base, with a hollow centre, 320 mm in diameter fitted with floor protective pads.
Silver grey epoxy-powder coated 32 mm diameter tubular steel stand, fastened to
the base via M8 zinc-plated steel screws. Upper handle made from polished cast
aluminium fastened to the stand by M8 zinc-plated steel screw. 4-way rope fixture in
folded chrome-plated steel. 
The Koala communication system supports (Art. 5192-AC, 5188-AC, 5193-AC,
5189-AC) can be applied to the stanchion. The supports are composed of a metal
grey epoxy powder-coated steel cross, fixed to the upper section of the stanchion
inside the top handle by a chrome-plated tube. 

Ø 32 cm - H 103 cm

Dimension: L 180 cm

32 cm

10
3 

cm

Code: 1680

Description: flexible 30 mm diameter silver grey or red coloured high-tech polymer
cord, screwed onto the chrome-plated metal terminal hooks. 

Code: 1685

180 cm

1685
red, silver grey

1680



Codes: 5100/92-C, 5101/92-C, 5104/92-C, 5105/92-C, 5108/93-C, 5109/93-C

Caimi Brevetti S.p.A. reserves, by its unappealable judgment, the right to modify without prior notice the building materials, the technical and aesthetic specifications, as well as the dimensions of
the products in this technical sheet, where pictures are purely as an indication.
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Description: display units with inclined supports for stanchion code 1680.
Inclined supports for A4/A5 or A3 formats made from silver grey epoxy powder-coa-
ted steel, fixed by a zinc-plated steel M8 screw and a chrome-plated steel spacer to
the top of the stanchion (code 1680). 
Display units made from silver-grey epoxy-powder coated steel sheet, with a con-
cave curved shape, folded at the sides to form two side guides inside which a sheet
of flexible and transparent PET is slotted to protect and hold the displayed literature
in place. Two sheet metal flaps on the bottom edge of the display unit prevents the
displayed literature from falling out. 
The supports are coupled using the 4 clamps at the back of the display unit availa-
ble in the standard colour - grey; other colours - orange, green, blue and red are
available on demand (codes 5172-AR, 5172-VE, 5172-BL, 5172-R). 
Each clamp consists of an element that contains the high-tech polymer support lock
hook, a threaded metal insert and a zinc-plated steel screw whose head is 
inserted in a high-tech polymer washer fitted on the front of the display unit which is
entirely covered by the displayed literature, concealing the coupling system.

Codes: 5100/92-PC, 5101/92-PC, 5104/92-PC, 5105/92-PC

Description: display units with inclined supports for stanchion code 1680.
Inclined support for A4/A5 formats made from silver grey epoxy powder-coated
steel, fixed by a zinc-plated steel M8 screw and a chrome-plated steel spacer to the
top of the stanchion (code 1680). 
Display units made from flat silver-grey epoxy-powder coated steel sheet, folded at
the sides to form two side guides inside which a sheet of flexible and transparent
PET is slotted to protect and hold the displayed literature in place. Two sheet metal
flaps on the bottom edge of the display unit prevents the displayed literature from
falling out
The supports are coupled using the 4 clamps at the back of the display unit availa-
ble in the standard colour - grey; other colours - orange, green, blue and red are
available on demand (codes 5172-AR, 5172-VE, 5172-BL, 5172-R). 
Each clamp consists of an element that contains the high-tech polymer support lock
hook, a threaded metal insert and a zinc-plated steel screw whose head is 
inserted in a high-tech polymer washer fitted on the front of the display unit which is
entirely covered by the displayed literature, concealing the coupling system.
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Codes: 5117/92-C, 5119/93-C
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Description: book-rests with inclined supports for stanchion code 1680.
Inclined supports for A4 or A3 formats made from silver grey epoxy powder-coated
steel, fixed by a zinc-plated steel M8 screw and a chrome-plated steel spacer to the
top of the stanchion (code 1680). 
Book rests made from silver grey epoxy-powder coated steel sheet, folded at the
bottom
The supports are coupled using the 4 clamps at the back of the display unit availa-
ble in the standard colour - grey; other colours - orange, green, blue and red are
available on demand (codes 5172-AR, 5172-VE, 5172-BL, 5172-R). 
Each clamp consists of an element that contains the high-tech polymer support lock
hook, a threaded metal insert and a zinc-plated steel screw whose head is 
inserted in a high-tech polymer washer fitted on the front of the display unit which is
entirely covered by the displayed literature, concealing the coupling system..

Codes: 5195/92-E

Description: Leaflets holder with inclined supports for stanchion code 1680.
Inclined support for A4 format made from silver grey epoxy powder-coated steel,
fixed by a zinc-plated steel M8 screw and a chrome-plated steel spacer to the top of
the stanchion (code 1680). 
Leaflet holder made from silver grey epoxy-powder coated steel sheet with a slot-in
internal pocket divider. The holder is 40 mm long.
The supports are coupled using the 4 clamps at the back of the display unit availa-
ble in the standard colour - grey; other colours - orange, green, blue and red are
available on demand (codes 5172-AR, 5172-VE, 5172-BL, 5172-R). 
Each clamp consists of an element that contains the high-tech polymer support lock
hook, a threaded metal insert and a zinc-plated steel screw whose head is 
inserted in a high-tech polymer washer fitted on the front of the display unit which is
entirely covered by the displayed literature, concealing the coupling system.
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Codes: 5100/88-C, 5101/88-C, 5104/88-C, 5105/88-C, 5108/89-C, 5109/89-C
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Description: display units with vertical supports for stanchion code 1680.
Vertical supports for A4/A5 or A3 formats which can be used double-faced, made from
silver grey epoxy powder-coated steel, fixed by a zinc-plated steel M8 screw and a
chrome-plated steel spacer to the top of the stanchions (code 1680). 
Display units made from silver-grey epoxy-powder coated steel sheet, with a concave
curved shape, folded at the sides to form two side guides inside which a sheet of flexible
and transparent PET is slotted to protect and hold the displayed literature in place. Two
sheet metal flaps on the bottom edge of the display unit prevents the displayed literature
from falling out. 
The supports are coupled using the 4 clamps at the back of the display unit available in
the standard colour - grey; other colours - orange, green, blue and red are available on
demand (codes 5172-AR, 5172-VE, 5172-BL, 5172-R). 
Each clamp consists of an element that contains the high-tech polymer support lock
hook, a threaded metal insert and a zinc-plated steel screw whose head is 
inserted in a high-tech polymer washer fitted on the front of the display unit which is enti-
rely covered by the displayed literature, concealing the coupling system.

Codes: 5100/88-PC, 5101/88-PC, 5104/88-PC, 5105/88-PC
5100/88-PCB, 5101/88-PCB, 5104/88-PCB, 5105/88-PCB

Description: display units with vertical supports for stanchion code 1680.
Vertical support for A4/A5 formats which can be used double-faced, made from sil-
ver grey epoxy powder-coated steel, fixed by a zinc-plated steel M8 screw and a
chrome-plated steel spacer to the top of the stanchions (code 1680). 
Display units made from flat silver-grey epoxy-powder coated steel sheet, folded at
the sides to form two side guides inside which a sheet of flexible and transparent
PET is slotted to protect and hold the displayed literature in place. Two sheet metal
flaps on the bottom edge of the display unit prevents the displayed literature from
falling out
The supports are coupled using the 4 clamps at the back of the display unit availa-
ble in the standard colour - grey; other colours - orange, green, blue and red are
available on demand (codes 5172-AR, 5172-VE, 5172-BL, 5172-R). 
Each clamp consists of an element that contains the high-tech polymer support lock
hook, a threaded metal insert and a zinc-plated steel screw whose head is 
inserted in a high-tech polymer washer fitted on the front of the display unit which is
entirely covered by the displayed literature, concealing the coupling system.
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5195/88-C, 5195/88-CB

Description: leaflets holder with vertical supports for stanchion code 1680.
Vertical support for A4 format which can be used double-faced, made from silver
grey epoxy powder-coated steel, fixed by a zinc-plated steel M8 screw and a
chrome-plated steel spacer to the top of the stanchions (code 1680). 
Leaflet holder made from silver grey epoxy-powder coated steel sheet with a slot-in
internal pocket divider. The holder is 40 mm long.
The supports are coupled using the 4 clamps at the back of the display unit availa-
ble in the standard colour - grey; other colours - orange, green, blue and red are
available on demand (codes 5172-AR, 5172-VE, 5172-BL, 5172-R). 
Each clamp consists of an element that contains the high-tech polymer support lock
hook, a threaded metal insert and a zinc-plated steel screw whose head is 
inserted in a high-tech polymer washer fitted on the front of the display unit which is
entirely covered by the displayed literature, concealing the coupling system.
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Deze informatie is afkomstig van de website van Zero-Z design.

Voor vragen, toelichting en meer informatie kunt u contact opnemen met:

Zero-Z design

Jasmijnstraat 6a

3732 EC  De Bilt

T +31 (0)30 2201297

F +31 (0)30 2210692

E info@zero-z-design.nl

W www.zero-z-design.nl




